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Abstract: During intense heat episodes, the human population suffers from an increased morbidity
and mortality. In order to minimize such negative health impacts, the general public and the public
health authorities are informed and warned by means of an advanced procedure known as a “heat
health warning system” (HHWS). It is aimed at triggering interventions and at taking preventive
measures. The HHWS in Germany has been in operation since 2005. The present work is aimed at
showing the updated structure of an advanced HHWS that has been developed further several times
during its 15 years of operation. This is to impart knowledge to practitioners about the concept of the
system. In Germany, dangerous heat episodes are predicted on the basis of the numerical weather
forecast. The perceived temperature as an appropriate thermal index is calculated and used to assess
the levels of heat stress. The thermo-physiologically based procedure contains variable thresholds
taking into account the short time acclimatization of the people. The forecast system further comprises
the nocturnal indoor conditions, the specific characteristics of the elderly population, and the elevation
of a region. The heat warnings are automatically generated, but they are published with possible
adjustments and a compulsory confirmation by the biometeorology forecaster. Preliminary studies
indicate a reduction in the heat related outcomes. In addition, the extensive duration of the strongest
heat wave in summer 2018, which lasted three weeks, highlights the necessity of the HHWS to protect
human health and life.

Keywords: heat health warning system; perceived temperature; indoor model; human
biometeorology; adaptation; urban heat island; elderly; Germany

1. Introduction

During intense heat episodes, the human population suffers from an increased morbidity and
mortality. As seen with the 2003 heat waves, this has been drastically experienced [1–4]. Due to climate
change, heat waves are expected to occur more often, more intensely, and with increasing length in the
future. Heat-related mortality is expected to increase [2,5]. In particular, the chronically ill, the elderly,
the very young children, and the socially isolated people are at risk [6].

In Europe, a climatically heterogeneous area, a number of very different definitions of heat waves
are used, which makes comparison a challenge. In order to make reliable assessments of the occurrence
of such events, a uniform representation of their properties (duration, intensity, spatial extend) is
important and can be done climatologically in the first instance. The Regional Climate Centre on
Climate Monitoring for Europe of the World Meteorological Organization (dwd.de/rcc-cm) creates
and continuously updates such evaluation of long term records of heat waves (Figure 1). Criteria for
the detection of extreme heat waves are the 98th percentile and a threshold of 28 ◦C and a duration
of at least three days [7]. The position of the bubble is determined by the number of days with heat
wave (x-axis) and the mean temperature deviation (y-axis). The radius results from the area where
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the criteria for a heat wave are fulfilled. According to this climatological study, the number and the
duration of heat waves in Europe have increased in the long range. Considering the last 70 years,
the top 13 heat waves (out of the top 23) occurred during the last 12 years, while there were only seven
heat waves during the 50 years before the year 2000. In Europe, several heat waves with very large
average anomalies in the range of 12 Kelvin occurred in 2019, but due to their short duration and
limited area affected, they are not among the top 23 of the last 70 years.
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In order to minimize negative health impacts of heat waves, the general public and the public health
authorities are informed and warned by means of an advanced procedure known as a “heat health
warning system (HHWS)”. It is aimed at triggering interventions and at taking preventive measures.
Weather services in many European countries have implemented heat health warning systems as
a consequence of the 2003 heat waves. Specific periods of heat are predicted by the numerical weather
forecast as part of the HHWS, which are epidemiologically known to have negative implications on
human health [6]. Sixteen European HHWSs have currently been reviewed [8]. With respect to the
criteria for issuing a heat warning, the HHWSs in Europe show heterogeneity, while the implemented
intervention strategies are similar. Many countries such as the Netherlands, Hungary, Portugal,
Slovenia, North Macedonia, Romania, Sweden, and Greece use maximum temperature or mean
temperature [8]. In some countries such as France, England, Spain, and Belgium, the warnings are
based on maximum and minimum temperature. Only a few countries take into account other relevant
meteorological variables such as humidity (Switzerland), air masses (Italy), humidity, wind speed,
and solar and thermal radiation (Austria, Germany) [8]. Epidemiological studies of mortality data are
used in most countries to determine the threshold above which a warning is issued. Usually only one
threshold is applied for the whole country; however, in some countries, regionally specific thresholds
are common. Research on the effectiveness of the HHWSs is very limited [9].

The basic concept of the German HHWS is the calculation of the perceived temperature.
This thermal index allows for an assessment of the atmospheric environment in terms of human
thermal stress. Based on epidemiological studies of mortality data from various regions in Europe,
the impact of the different thermal stress categories on human health is known, and heat warnings
reflect the results of these analyses [10–12]. Unfortunately, morbidity data do rarely result in significant
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findings. “Strong” and “extreme” heat load result in a distinct deviation of actual mortality from the
expectation values [10]. In all regions, days with a strong heat load are characterized by a 13% increase
in mortality rate above the expected values [6,10]. A significant increase in mortality is even found for
days with a moderate heat load [13].

In addition to the sound issue of heat warnings, the HHWS needs to include an appropriate
communication strategy. In order to protect health and life of the population, intervention measures
have to be established based on well-structured and comprehensive preparedness plans [6,12–14].

The HHWS in Germany has been in operation since 2005. The present work is aimed at showing
the updated structure of an advanced HHWS that has been developed further several times during its
15 years of operation. This is to impart knowledge to practitioners about the concept of the system.

2. Methodology

Several modules form the HHWS of the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD). The heat warnings are
automatically generated based on the numerical weather forecasts, but they are published with possible
adjustments and a compulsory confirmation by the biometeorology forecaster. The HHWS includes
a communication strategy and recommendations of intervention measures to be taken. The modules
are explained in the following.

2.1. Perceived Temperature

Heat health warnings require an assessment of the atmospheric environment in terms of human
thermal stress. Hence, there is a need for a physical description of the human thermal environment,
which has to be completed by a reproduction of the human thermoregulatory system and its interaction
with the atmospheric environment [15]. The energy exchange occurs mainly via the turbulent flux of
latent heat, the turbulent flux of sensible heat, the long- and the shortwave radiant fluxes, and the
respiratory heat flux. This pathway of energy exchange can be described by the following meteorological
variables: air temperature, wind speed at the height of the human body, air humidity, and mean radiant
temperature [16,17], together with the non-meteorological factors affecting thermo-physiology—the
clothing and the metabolic rate [15,16,18].

The DWD calculates the thermal index perceived temperature (PT) in order to assess heat with
respect to human thermal stress (Table 1). PT is an equivalent temperature (dimension ◦C) referring to
a reference environment. The basis of the procedure is a complete energy budget model of the human
body. All relevant mechanisms of energy exchange between the human body and the atmospheric
environment are included [19,20]. The physical and the metabolic characteristics of the individuals in
the population are standardized in the form of a male named “Klima-Michel” (35 years, 1.75 m, 75 kg),
who performs an activity equivalent to walking with 4 km/h. If possible, the reference person adapts
to remain in thermal comfort. In the heat, this is realized by changing to light summer clothes (shorts,
T-Shirt) [20].

Table 1. Perceived temperature, thermal perception, and physiological stress [18,20].

Perceived Temperature (PT) (◦C) Thermal Perception Thermo-Physiological Stress

0 ≤ PT < 20 Comfortable No thermal stress

20 ≤ PT < 26 Slightly warm Less heat stress

26 ≤ PT < 32 Warm Moderate heat stress

32 ≤ PT < 38 Hot Strong heat stress

PT ≥ 38 Very hot Extreme heat stress

The DWD numerical weather forecast in hourly time steps is used to calculate PT. Dangerous heat
episodes are identified by means of the criteria “strong heat stress” and “extreme heat stress” (Table 1)
according to the 12 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) prediction of PT. Predictions of “moderate heat
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load” do not cause warnings in order to prevent “warning fatigue”, as these conditions are usually
fulfilled 30 to 40 times a year in Germany.

2.2. Short-Term Heat Acclimatization

Physiological changes (e.g., an increasing sweat production and blood volume, a reduced
increase in core temperature and heart rate) occur if humans are consecutively exposed to heat [10].
This short-term heat acclimatization is gained after several days to two weeks and will be lost in
the course of approximately one month in case heat exposure ended [10]. To include the short-term
heat acclimatization in the German HHWS, the thermal conditions of the last 30 days are used for
adjusting the upper threshold of the category “comfortable” (Table 1) and the thresholds of the
heat stress categories accordingly [10]. Hence, these are variable thresholds. The 6 K-range of the
thermo-physiological stress categories (Table 1) remains unchanged. In case of long lasting heat
episodes, the lower threshold of the category “strong heat load” is continuously rising. In order to
ensure the sound issue of heat warnings, this is limited to 34 ◦C PT (Figure 2).
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In addition, climatological reasons account for regional differences in the thresholds of the
thermo-physiological stress categories. This is reflected by generally lower values in northern Germany
compared to the southern parts of the country [6].

2.3. Special Characteristics of the Elderly Population

Elderly people experience greater thermal stress during exposure to hot environments [21,22].
This greater level of thermal stress may be related to age-dependent physiological changes,
which reduce the capacity of the human body to dissipate heat [23–25].

Aimed at the extension of the reference person “Klima-Michel” to the elderly, an additional elderly
reference person, “Klima-Michel Senior”, with changed age, weight, and activity was introduced.
The elderly reference person is 75 years old, 1.75 m tall, weighs 70 kg, and performs an activity
equivalent to walking with 1 km/h. The age-dependent reduction in the body’s physiological capacity
to dissipate heat is realized by changed physiological parameters of thermoregulation in the Gagge
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two-node-model underlying the calculation of predicted mean vote (PMV) and PT [20,26]. The changes
in thermoregulation comprise a reduction of sweat rate, a lower elasticity of the blood vessels,
and a lower skin blood flow [24]. In accordance with this, in case of thermal neutrality, the control values
of the skin temperature are lower and of the core temperature are slightly higher in the “Klima-Michel
Senior” thermoregulation model compared to the “Klima-Michel” thermoregulation model.

In the case of a warm environment, the elderly person stays longer in the comfort range, i.e., up to
higher values of PT. This is in accordance with their lower internal heat production (metabolic rate)
due to a lower physical activity. When the elderly person leaves the comfort range and stays in the
range of heat stress, the intensity of their thermal stress is increasing more rapidly compared to the
usual reference person. The “Klima-Michel Senior” shows an increased sensitivity to heat. Both the
usual and the elderly reference person reach the heat warning threshold of “strong heat stress” at
the same value of PT. There are strong demands on the thermoregulatory system, but it is still able
to cope with the requirements. The heat warning threshold of “extreme heat stress” is reached by
the “Klima-Michel Senior” at a lower value of PT compared to the “Klima-Michel”. There are much
stronger demands on the thermoregulatory system of the elderly.

In order to better represent the increased thermal sensitivity of the elderly in the HHWS,
the warning of “strong heat stress” is extended by a flexible text module. This module indicates the
stronger sensitivity of the elderly and gives behavioral advice. It is used in case the “Klima-Michel
Senior” reaches the threshold of “extreme heat stress”, but this is not yet true for the “Klima-Michel”.

2.4. Nocturnal Conditions

Human health also crucially depends on adequate and restful sleep. Normally, people spend the
night indoors, and the sleep can be disturbed by ambient heat. Hence, for the issue of heat warnings,
there is an additional need to estimate the indoor thermal conditions, which can be done by the use of
a building simulation model [27].

The basis of the model is ESP-r (Environmental System Performance; r for “research”) [28], and the
thermal conditions inside building depend on a large number of different factors, such as building age,
size, and type, the materials of the building, the exposition, and the user behavior [29]. As it is not
possible to consider all possible combinations of these parameters in a HHWS, a standard building
was defined. It represents a nursing facility according to the typical construction in the 1990s or later
with little cross-ventilation and air-proof facade. An air flow network with several nodes in the room
is used to simulate the natural ventilation [30].

The building model resembles a good modern standard in Germany. The geometric model
consists of two standard rooms (14.25 m2 base area, 2.8 m height) connected by a corridor. There are
two large windows side by side (1.3 m2 opening section). The windows can be tilted or totally opened.
The windows have external shading and double heat protection glass. The window of one room is
oriented to the east, while the other room is oriented to the west. An in-depth evaluation of the
building simulation model is given in [27].

In the HHWS, the indoor temperature is simulated for each room, using the current weather
forecast for the next days for each of the more than 800 warning districts of Germany. For each warning
district, the nocturnal indoor temperature used in the HHWS is defined by the maximum of the average
nocturnal temperatures in the east- and the west-exposed rooms.

2.5. Special Characteristics of Urban Areas

For a more comprehensive implementation of the nocturnal conditions in urban areas, a specific
approach was developed for cities with a population of more than 100,000 inhabitants. Following the
work of [31], an urban heat island effect is added to the weather forecast as a function of the size
of the city, the time and day of the year, and the wind speed and cloud cover of the previous 24 h.
The nocturnal indoor conditions are then calculated as described before but using the modified weather
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forecast as input data. By this approach, the nocturnal indoor temperature including the urban heat
island effect can be estimated in the HHWS.

During the day and the summer months, the effect of the urban heat island is small [31].
Therefore, no adjustments of the 12 UTC PT are needed.

2.6. Automated Warning Proposal and Human Based Check and Decision

The automated warning proposal considers the overall situation according to the description in
the Sections 2.1–2.5, mainly indoors for the eight hours during the night and outdoors for the thermal
stress conditions during midday (12 UTC).

The 48 h numerical weather prediction provides the input data to calculate PT for the actual and
the next day (Figure 3). Previously stored values of PT of the last 30 days enable the adjustment of the
thermal stress thresholds to account for short-term acclimatization. This is done for all counties across
Germany. There is automatically proof of whether the threshold of the category “strong heat load” will
be exceeded and up to which altitudes. In case of threshold achievement, a warning recommendation
is automatically created, but the warnings are published only with human intervention, i.e., possible
adjustments and a compulsory confirmation by the biometeorology forecaster. Additionally, if the
forecasters expect a critical situation, they have the option to add warnings [6]. In case of specific
conditions, such as extraordinary conditions of air humidity or specific weather situations such as
fronts, they also partly consider the time during early and late hours of the day outdoors. The warning
is issued on county level and is valid for distinct elevation ranges. It covers a two day period.
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2.7. Dissemination of Warnings

The heat health warnings for German counties are targeted at governmental authorities and
ministries of the federal states, the nursing homes, and the general public (Figure 3). The warnings are
electronically disseminated via internet, newsletter, smartphone application, or e-mail.

On the DWD website (https://www.dwd.de), the warnings are displayed in maps linked with
an explanatory text. The text provides information about the expected intensity of the heat

https://www.dwd.de
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stress, the affected altitude range, additional information for the elderly and cities if relevant,
and recommendations for a health protective behavior. This textual information is also part and
parcel of the daily newsletter for registered users as well as the other dissemination ways.

In order to protect health and life of the population, intervention measures have to be brought
into action based on well-structured and comprehensive preparedness plans. After being notified by
the DWD, the relevant health and supervisory authorities are responsible for the realization and the
monitoring of the actions according to the heat preparedness plans. Heat load information for the
next 2–7 days completes the heat warning for the two day period. The warning also informs about the
duration (number of days) the heat warning has been active.

Additionally, the mass media (radio and television) can broadcast the warning and make it known
more widely to the public. Usually, this also initiates conventional and electronic print media to issue
further reports and give advice of how to protect the health of one’s own and others that are in need
of care.

3. Results

3.1. Long Term Analysis

The HHWS has been in operation since 2005, which allows one to identify regional differences
in Germany. Figure 4 shows the number of strong and extreme heat warnings per year for the four
warning counties Hamburg, Berlin, Freiburg, and Munich. The figure resembles the climatic differences
in Germany, with the lowest number of heat warnings in the north (Hamburg) and the highest number
in the south-west (Freiburg). Moreover, the hot summers of 2006, 2015, and 2018 can be identified; 2015
was most pronounced in the south (Freiburg and Munich), while 2018 was the year with the highest
number of heat warnings in the north (Hamburg, Berlin).
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Besides the year-to-year variability, no long-term trend can be found in the annual number of heat
warnings thus far.

The seasonal distribution of the heat warnings for each year is shown in Figure 5. Heat warnings
can be active from the end of June until September, with the maximum of the warnings taking place
in the second half of July. The year-to-year variability, however, is large. Early warnings in June
occurred only in a few years (2005, 2008, 2018). Warnings in September, furthermore, were issued only
in summer 2016. Figure 5 also shows that many of warning periods lasted only for a few days (<5) and
affected only a smaller part of the country.
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Figure 5. Number of heat warnings per day and year for the period 2005 to 2019. The color of the
bars indicate the warning level, with strong heat stress warnings in dark red and extreme heat stress
warnings in magenta. The height of the bars corresponds to the number of counties in Germany with
active heat warnings.

Extreme heat stress warnings covering large parts of Germany have occurred in a few summers
since 2005. In July 2007, July 2010, June 2013, and July 2015, several days with extreme heat stress
warnings affected most parts of Germany. Despite these events, the majority of the warnings are
dominated by strong heat stress conditions.

3.2. Summer 2018

The summer of 2018 was the second warmest summer in Germany after the unusually hot
summer of 2003. In 2018, 5678 heat warnings were released, only surpassed by the summers 2006
(6418 warnings) and 2015 (6128 warnings). The total number of warnings per county is shown in
Figure 6b. In comparison to the average number of warnings between 2005 and 2019 (Figure 6a),
the number of warnings increased in almost all counties, with the largest increases in Eastern Germany.
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in 2018 and (c) number of warnings in 2019.

The 5678 heat warnings of 2018 were distributed throughout four distinct heat waves. The different
regional extend and intensity of these heat waves are also visible in the time series for Hamburg,
Berlin, Freiburg, and Munich (Figure 7a–d). The first unusually early heat wave began on 27 May in
the west (North Rhine-Westphalia) and moved slowly to the east, with the last day of the heat wave
taking place on the 1 June. The heat wave led to heat warnings in Hamburg and Berlin, with maximum
values of the perceived temperature of 35.0 ◦C for Hamburg and 35.4 ◦C for Berlin. The highest
minimum temperature observed during this heat wave was 19.0 ◦C for both cities.

Another short two-day heat wave occurred from 9–10 June, which affected mostly the eastern
parts of Germany and is therefore visible only in the data for Berlin.

The strongest heat wave of 2018 lasted three weeks, from 23 July to 9 August. The heat wave
developed in the south-west of Germany but affected all parts of Germany in the following days.
Fortunately, the center of the heat wave moved several times; therefore, single cooler days interrupted
the heat waves and allowed for a short regeneration from the heat, particularly in the north. In
the south, however, the interruptions were less intense, and heat warnings were issued for at least
12 days in a row. The strongest heat wave of the year 2018 is visible in all four cities, although several
cooler days led to an interruption of the heat wave in some of the cities (Figure 7a–d). With a total
of 17 days with heat warnings, the maximum duration of the heat wave is found in Freiburg (Berlin:
14, Munich: 11, Hamburg: 9 days). In Freiburg, the maximum perceived temperature was 38.9 ◦C,
while for Berlin, Hamburg, and Munich, maximum values of 37.8 ◦C, 37.3 ◦C, and 36.2 ◦C, respectively,
were observed. In all cities, several tropical nights (Tmin > 20 ◦C) were observed (Berlin: five, Munich:
four, Hamburg: four, Freiburg: three). The last heat wave of 2018 took place from 20 August to
23 August, again in large parts of South Germany.
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Figure 7. Time series of the observed perceived temperature (black), the daily minimum temperature
(blue), and the days with heat warnings (orange) for selected German cities in (a–d) 2018 and (e–h) 2019.
Observations are based on the weather station Hamburg-Fulsbüttel (14 m a.s.l.), Berlin-Schönefeld
(46 m a.s.l.), Freiburg (237 m a.s.l.), and Munich-Stadt (515 m a.s.l.).

3.3. Summer 2019

The summer of 2019 was another very warm summer in Germany. With an average temperature
anomaly of 2.1 K in comparison to the reference period 1981–2010, the summer of 2019 was the third
warmest summer since the year 1981. The number of heat warnings, however, was not that unusual.
The spatial distribution of the heat warnings in 2019 is comparable to the average between 2005–2019,
with an exception in Eastern Germany, where a slightly higher number of heat warnings was issued
(Figure 6c). In total, 4101 heat warnings were released in summer 2019. Moreover, no pronounced long
heat waves occurred during this summer.

The heat waves of the summer of 2019, particularly the early heat waves in June, were special in
terms of the intensity of the heat waves. Several new temperature records were established in 2019
(e.g., a daily maximum temperature of 42.6 ◦C observed was on 25 June in Lingen). These extreme
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levels of heat stress are also visible in the observations of the perceived temperatures (Figure 7e–h).
During this early heat wave end of June, maximum perceived temperatures of 39.3 ◦C were observed
in Berlin and Freiburg, respectively.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Intense heat episodes that have negative impact on human health can be forecasted based on
an assessment of the atmospheric environment in terms of human thermal stress. The thermal index PT,
applied by the DWD, is an appropriate method for assessing the short term impacts of hot weather [15].
The example of the German HHWS shows the feasibility of taking into account in a routine application
not only air temperature but all relevant meteorological and important non-meteorological parameters
influencing the thermal state of the human body [6,16]. As humans acclimatize while they are
consecutively exposed to heat, the thresholds for issuing the heat warnings can be adjusted to local
weather conditions. In the German HHWS, a time range of the previous 30 days is included to represent
human short term acclimatization. Having been in operation since 2005, the human-biometeorological
component of the German HHWS has been continuously improved to form an advanced procedure
that includes additional aspects such as nocturnal indoor conditions and special characteristics of the
elderly population and of urban areas. Estimating long-term trends from the HWS data is therefore
not possible.

There have been evaluations of the German HHWS in the Federal State of Hessen and by the
Federal Environmental Agency. In Hessen, the system has proven to work effectively. The evaluation
covered the domain of residential elderly care and indicates a significantly lower number of hospital
admissions [6]. A reduction in the number of heat-related health complaints reflects the successful
implementation of intervention measures in response to the DWD heat warnings. With respect to
climate change, the Federal Environmental Agency of Germany carried out an evaluation of the existing
national information systems from a public health perspective. This project confirmed the acceptance
and a high awareness of the HHWS [32].

The perspective is widely accepted that heat waves will occur more often, more intensely, and with
increasing length in the future. With respect to these expectations, both the human-biometeorological
component of the HHWS and the other components such as preparedness plans and interventions are
in need of further continuous assessment, improvement, and adaptation. Essentially, the vulnerable
groups suffering from heat exposure are known. Until now, the HHWS mainly focused on elderly
residential care. Clearly, there is a need to extend the system to other vulnerable groups such as babies
and young children, isolated living persons, persons in need of care, and persons with overweight,
chronic, aguish diseases, or dementia.
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